
CLUSTER SETS OF PSEUDO-
MEROMORPHIC FUNCTIONS

D. A. STORVICK1*

Let w = /U) = u{x, y) + iv(x, y) be an interior transformation in the sense

of Stoϊlow2) in an arbitrary domain D, i.e. w=f(z) is continuous and single-

valued in D, and unless constant takes open sets in D into open sets in the

w -plane, and does not take any continuum (other than a single point) into a

single point of the w-plane. Stoϊlow proved that such an interior transforma-

tion can be represented as

where T(z) =£ is a topological mapping of D onto a domain D1 and w-ψ(ξ)

is a meromorphic function in Df. If the homeomorphism ξ = T(z) is a quasi-

conformal mapping3) we shall call w=f(z) a pseudo-meromorphic function and

if in addition w = ψ(ξ) is analytic, we shall term w=/(z) pseudo-analytic. (A

point 2oGZ)isa pole of order n of w=/(z) if ψ(ξ) has a pole of order n at

£0= T(za)) the definition of essential singularity for a pseudo-meromorphic

function is given in an analogous fashion.

We shall restrict our attention to functions w = f{z) defined and pseudo-

meromorphic in |z | < 1. We make no assumptions about the unit circle \z\ = 1,

on which some of the points may be regular points, poles or essential singu-

larities.

The cluster set of f(z) at 20, 1201 = 1, C(ff ZQ), is the set of all points a

for which there exists a sequence {zn), U « | < 1 , such that Iim2n = zo and

lim/(2n) = a.
n-*oo

Received August 3, 1960.

^ This paper was written under Contract No. AF 49 (638)-836 with the Air Force

Office of Scientific Research.
2 ) See Stoϊlow [10]. The numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography.
3 ) A one to one function w=/(z) —u{xt y)J

riv{x, y) of class C1 and positive Jacobian

in a domain Ω is called quasi-conformal in Ω if there exists a constant M > 1 such that

E-VG<2MJEG-F2 in Ω, where E = ux

2 + v*\ F=uxuy+ vxvy and G = uy

2jrVy2. See Mori

[6] for relations between this and other common definitions of quasi-conformal mappings.
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44 D. A. STORVICK

Caratheodory [2] established for functions bounded and analytic in | z \ < 1

an important theorem relating the cluster set at a point to the radial limit

values at neighboring points. His techniques can be modified so as to yield

the same result for pseudo-analytic functions. First a lemma will be proved.

LEMMA. Let w=f(z) be a bounded pseudo-analytic function in | z | < l ,

\f(z)\ < M. Let Wz denote the set of radial limit values, Wz-{w\w —

l i m / W θ ) = f*(eiθ), eiθ on \z\ = 1}. Then /(0) is contained in the closure of the
l

convex hull of WZy / (0)eC. H. {Wz}.

Proof: Because the Riemann surface 3ϊ of the inverse function fΉw) = z

is of hyperbolic type, let ξ^φ^iw) be the function which maps Oϊ one-to-one

conformally onto If I < 1. The function w = φ(ξ) is analytic in If | < 1. Setting

ξ = φ^iw) - φ~1(f(z)) = T(z) we see that f = T(z) is a univalent pseudo-analytic

function giving a quasi-conformal mapping of \z\ < 1 onto If | < 1. The function

w = ψ{ξ) can be chosen so that ψ(0) =/(0> and hence T(0) =0.

Since w-ψiξ) is a bounded analytic function in If I < 1, there exist radial

limit values limψ(reiθ) = φ*(ei9) for almost all eiθ. Let W* = {w\w = φ*(ei9)9 ei0

on If 1 = 1}. From the well-known result of Caratheodory, φ(0) eC7HT(W?}

and hence the result will follow after proving W%^ Wz. (Actually we*ll prove

W\ = Wzl this is interesting'because the set of points on If I = 1 for which the

radial limit values of ψ(ξ) fail to exist is of measure zero while the set of

points on |z | = 1 for which the radial limit values of f(z) fail to exist may be

of positive measure).

Let /V θ°) e W2 and let ei(i = 7VΘ°), (the quasi-conformal mapping f = Tiz)

can be extended to give a homeomorphism between U I < 1 and I f l ^ l ) . The

radius Z?Θ=Θ0 in \z\ <1 is mapped by f = T(z) onto a Jordan arc L lying in

If | < 1 and terminating at e* on If I = 1. Since w^ψ(ξ) =/(T"1(f)) it follows

that there exists the limit of ψ(ξ) as ξ-*eι? along L. By Lindelόfs theorem

[7; p. 70] therefore, there exists the radial limit \imψ(rei(i) = <p*(ei?) =/*(^'° ).
r-*l

Therefore /V θ °) e Wx and Wz c Wx.

To prove W* £ Wz, let^*(β ίτ) e W*. The radius i?θ=τ in |f | < 1 maps onto

a Jordan arc λ in \z\ < 1 terminating at etδ. From w = fiz) = ψ(T(z)) it follows

that the limit of f(z) as z -* £ίδ along A exists and equals φ* (etr). From a recent

extension of Lindelof's theorem [11; p. 136] it follows as above that /*(e/δ)
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~φ*(etΎ) and so PF* = Wz and the lemma is proved.

It might be appropriate to point out a t this t ime t h a t this result cannot

be extended to interior transformations, even though they are one-to-one, without

some bound on local distortion.

T h e transformation Ti given by

9ix, y) = --•

Φ(χ, y) ~y

maps the interior of the pentagon with vertices at (0, 0), (1, 0), (1, 1), (0, 1)

and ( - 3 , ψ) homeomorphically onto the square with vertices at (0, 0), (1, 0),

(1, 1), (0, 1) and the point ( - 1 , -i) onto the point (J~~, ~ ) The trans-

formation T2 given by {t, "*\ I * maps the interior of this square onto the

interior of the triangle with vertices at (0, 0), (1, 0) and (1,1) and the point
/ 1 1 \ / 1 1 \

-o-, ~) onto the (-̂ -, — ) . The transformation 73 given by an appropriate
\ Ct £ / \ <£ He '

conformal mapping (Schwarz-Christoffel transformation followed by linear frac-

tional transformation if it is desired explicitly) maps the interior of this triangle

onto the interior of the unit circle and the point ί-̂ -? , J onto the origin and

the origin on the point (1, 0).

The transformation w—f(z) given by f(z) = T T H T T H ^ Y H Z ) ) ) sends \z\ < 1

homeomorphically onto the interior of the pentagon, /(0) = - 1 -f ^- . Except

for etQ =1, the radial limits of f(z) exist and lie on the lines joining (0, 0) to

(1, 0), (1, 0) to (1, 1) and (1, 1) to (0, 1). Clearly /(0) does not belong to

the closure of the convex hull of the radial limit values.

For a bounded pseudo-analytic function in \z\ < 1, ιv-f{z) = ψ(T{z))> a

point α e C ( / , ei0) if and only if a^C(ψf 7 V Θ ) ) . The set of radial limit

values of f(z) on an arc A of \z\ = 1 equals the set of radial limit values of

<f(ξ) on T(A) since the two limits

lim/(r£*θ) and l im0rT(e* θ )) either simultaneously exist and are equal, or
r-*l r->l

both fail to exist. By the technique above, Caratheodory's theorem can thus be

extended to pseudo analytic functions in the following form:
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46 D. A. STORVICK

THEOREM: If w-f(z) is a bounded pseudo-analytic function in U I < 1 ,

then the cluster set of f(z) at et0\ C(f eί0°), is contained in the closure of convex

hull of the radial limit values4) (where they exist) on any arc A = {etB \ θι < β < θ2)

of which et6° is an interior point,

C(f ^ ) c C . H . {

Certain subsets of the cluster set C(f, etQ) will be of value to us in describ-

ing the behaviour of a function near the boundary of its domain of definition.

The boundary cluster set Cnif, eιh) of f(z) at et0° is defined in this manner:

CF)(f, ei0°) = Π{ U C(f e")}"
7!>0 0<jθ-0o l<7 ϊ

For a set E of logarithmic capacity zero on \z | = 1, the boundary cluster set of

fiz), modulo E, at eι0° is defined in this manner:

- Π{ U C(f, eiQ)}
η>o o < | θ - θ o l < 7 i

i0

The radial cluster set Cpif, e%ς)) is that subset of C{f,ei0) obtained by requiring

the sequence {zn) to lie on the radius to etQ. The radial boundary cluster set

of f(z), modulo E, at et0° is defined as follows:

CE-Af, e^)= Π{ U CP(/,/Γ)}
τ!>0 O<|θ-θol<1

It was stated in [8] that Ohtsuka had proved that every value of C(/, et%)

— Ciλf, et0°) is assumed by a pseudo analytic function f(z^ infinitely often in

any neighborhood of et0° except for a set of measure zero, extending a result

of Kametani-Tsuji ([4], [12], and [13]). In a very interesting recent paper,

On the theorems of Gross and Iversen, Lohwater [δ] proved several results

concerning the larger set C(f, eιΰ°) - CR-E(f, ei0°) for meromorphic f(z). We

also would like to call attention to the paper of Woolf [16] who announces

some related results. We shall now prove two theorems which are modifica-

tions of Lohwater's results. In 1953 Noshiro [8] pointed out the need for ex-

tending the result of Kametani-Tsuji and his own results (see Theorem 6 of

4> Recall that the radial limit many fail to exist on a subset of positive measure of
the arc A.
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THEOREM. If w-f(z) is pseudo-meromorphic in \z\ < 1 and if E is an

arbitrary set of capacity zero on \z\ = 1, then every value of C(/, elQ°) — Cn-E^f,

et0°) is assumed by f(z) in any neighborhood of etQ° except possibly for a set of

capacity zero.

Assume there exists a point etQ° on \z\ = 1 and a closed set ψ^Cif, £l0°)

— CΛ-B(/, etθ°), cap ϊ$ > 0, such that no point of $ is assumed infinitely often

in some neighborhood of el9°. There is clearly no loss of generality in assum-

ing that iv = 0 and w = °° are elements of $ and the portion of 5 lying in the

circle \ιv \ < δ has positive capacity for every δ > 0. Since neither 0 nor °° is

assumed infinitely often in some neighborhood of #ίθ° we can find po such that

f(z) is different from 0 and °° in FPo = {z\ \z -etQ°\ < p0). We can further find

770 > 0 and ε0 > 0 such that lim inf | /W Θ ) | > ε0 > 0 for all d in 0 < ί β - θ01 < τ?0

r-»l

such that e10 does not belong to E. If not, there would exist a sequence {θk)

such that lim θk = #o and such that lim {lim inf \f(reiθ{c) I} = 0. This implies that

0 G U CP(/, βίθ) for every -η < τ?0 and hence by forming the intersection
o<.|θ-θ0ι<η

over all ^ > 0 we see that 0 G C B - F ( / , e1θo), and therefore 0 is not an element

of C(/, ^ θ D ) - C Λ - κ ( / , ^ β Λ ) .

Consider the open set i/«, ft, = {2IUI < 1, \f(z)\ < — }» for λ < ε0. We

shall show that there exists a value of n such that at least one component G

of Hn is contained completely in Vpo. Since 0 G C ( / , £ ίθo), there are points of

/f« in every neighborhood of elQ\ so that if no component of Hn lies wholly in

VPύ, we can find a point in VP0/2 and a point of 12 - elθ° | = ρ0 which are joined

by a continuum $1 of the frontier of Hn+u Fr(Hn+ιh a point of Vnw and a

point of U~e l 0°l = p0 which are joined by a continuum $ 2 of Fr(Hn+2) and, in

general a point of FPo/2^ and a point of | 2 - e ί 0 o i =ρ 0 which are joined by a con-

tinuum ®£ of Fr(Hn+ρ). This bounded infinite sequence of continua {®p} must

contain a subsequence {^} which converges to a limiting continuum $ 0 joining

*) Added November 8, 1960. After this paper was submitted, the author learned of
a related work by Noshiro, "Cluster sets of pseudo-analytic function", Japanese Journal
of Mathematics 1959 (Vol. 29), pp. 83-91, March 1960 and also that the paper of Lohwater,
"On the theorems of Gross and Iversen" has now appeared in volume VII of the Journal
d'Analyse Mathematique and hence is more widely available.
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eih to a point of \z-ei%\ = p0. Since Hn+p is a part of the level curve \/{z)\

= —— r̂~, no point of $ 0 can lie inside the unit circle since then f(z) = 0 o n a

non-degenerate continuum which is impossible since w-f(z) is an interior

transformation. Therefore $ 0 is an arc of |g | = l containing etθ\ and every

radius of \z\ < 1 terminating at an interior point of $ 0 must cross infinitely

many of the {ff̂ > so that O e C ( / , eiQ) for every eiQ <= $ 0 which contradicts

our assumption that 0 e C(/, ^θ°) - CB-K(/, £/0°). Thus there exists at least one

integer n with — < eo such that at least one component G of Hn lies wholly

i n VPD.

It is an immediate consequence of the maximum and minimum modulus

principles for f(z) that G is simply connected and that the intersection M=G

Π{UI = 1} is non-empty. We shall prove that the frontier of G, Fr(G), is

locally connected. Now that part of Fr{G) lying inside \z\ < 1 consists of a

piecewise smooth curve because it is the locus of points where |/(^) | = — If

P is a point of M, and if Fr{G) is not locally connected at P, then, by a well-

known theorem [15 p. l9], there exists a non-degenerate subcontinuum H of

Fr(G) containing P and such that FriG) is not locally connected at any point

of H. Since H must lie on Ui = l, it follows that H is an arc of | z | = l.

Moreover, there exists [15; p. 18] a circular neighborhood V(P) of P and a

sequence of mutually disjoint components M, iV2, iV3t . . . of Fr(G)ΠF(jP)

converging to a nondegenerate limiting arc iVCi/ containing P. If 2? is a

circular neighborhood the midpoint of TV, of radius less than one-fourth the

length of Nt it follows that a radius of \z\ < 1 drawn to any point © of that

sub-arc No cut out of N by i? must cross the components Nj of FriG) Π FΓP)

arbitrarily close to Q. Along such a radius of \z\ < 1 we have lim inf \f(retθ)\

< — < eo, which contradicts the assumption that

lim inf L / W θ ) i > ε 0
r-»l

for all θ in 0 < I θ - 0O i < ? such that eiQ does not belong to E.

To prove the set M= Fr(G) Π { Ul = 1} has logarithmic capacity zero we

denote by E the complement of E on \z\ = 1, and consider the decomposition

of the set Λf, Λf = (M Π £ ) U {MΓ\ E). Since E and therefore MΓ\E has

capacity zero it will suffice to prove MfλE has capacity zero. In G, \f(z)\
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< --., so for eig e M, lim sup \f(z) \ < -1 -, while for ei9 e E, lim inf \f(reiθ) \ > ε0

> Because Fr(G) is locally connected, each point is arcwise accessible

from G, and along any arc of G terminating at a point of M, the curvilinear

cluster set6) of 1/(2)1 can contain no number greater than or equal to — The

radial cluster set of \/(z)\ at points of E can contain no point of modulus less

than or equal to εo By a result of BagemihΓ\ MΓ\E is at most denumerable

and consequently has logarithmic capacity zero.

If the function z = z(ξ) maps Ifl < 1 one-to-one conformally onto G, then

the function the composition function F(f) = nf(z(ξ)) is a bounded pseudo-

analytic function in | ξ[ < 1, (F(ξ) \ < 1. Since the image M% of Munder z = z(ξ)

has capacity zero [14 p. 347], the function F(ξ) has radial limits of modulus 1

for all e° except for a set of capacity zero. From a recent result of the author

(see Theorem β of [11]) it must assume in If | < 1 all values in \w\ < 1 except

possibly a set of capacity zero. That these values are assumed infinitely often

follows from the factorization of F(f) =ψ{T{ξ)) into a composition of a quasi-

conformal mapping of | f | < 1 onto | CI < 1 and a bounded analytic function,

w = ψ(0, \φ(C) I < 1. The function w-φ(ζ) has radial limits of modulus 1 for

all eiQ except for a set of capacity zero, and because it is neither constant nor

a finite Blaschke product, by a theorem of Frostman [3] we can conclude it

assumes infinitely often in |C| < 1 all values in \w\ < 1 except for a set of

capacity zero and hence so does F(f). Since p0 may by taken arbitrarily small,

the theorem is proved.

The relationship between exceptional values and asymptotic values is

described in the following result.

THEOREM. If w=/(z) is a pseudo meromorphic function in \z\ < 1 and if

E is an arbitrary set of capacity zero on \z\=\ and if a value a of C(f, elQ°)

— CR-FXA e1Qo) is not assumed by f(z) in some neighborhood of eiQo then a is an

asymptotic value of f(z) either at eιH or else at a sequence of points having

etQo as a limit point.

From the proof of the previous theorem it follows that we may assume

5> The subset of cluster set obtained by restricting the zn to lie on the arc.
6> See Theorem 2 of [1; p. 380].
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50 D. A. STORVICK

that the omitted value is a = 0, and that there exists a neighborhood Fp o of eι°b

such that lim inf \f(reiQ) I > ε0 > 0 for all ef0 in 0 < I θ - 0OI < V such that eH does

not belong to E. There exists an integer n for which at least one component

G of the open set Hn = \z\\z\ < 1, I/(JZ)| < — < εoj is completely contained in

For any #, the component G must contain at least one component of Z/«+i,

for otherwise in G the inequality —~γ<\f(z)\ < — would be valid with \f(z) I

= at all points of Fr(G) except for a set γ Π / of capacity zero on the outer

contour γ of G. Thus the extended maximum principle for pseudo-analytic

functions [11, p. 133] is applicable and since i γr\ ^n + l for all points of G

and lim sup . >-r y .1 < n except for a set of capacity zero, we conclude, that

7γ r- < n in G hence \f(z) I > — which contradicts the structure of the region.

Consequently we can construct a nested sequence of components G-

DG2~DGsD . . . D Gk D . . . , Gk C Hn^k. The intersection Π Gk must consist

of a single point on U| = l ; for, otherwise, this intersection must be a con-

tinum. If this continuum lies on I z \ = 1, we would then contradict our assump-

tion that lim inf \f(reiθ) I > εQ for all eiQ with 0 < \θ - 0O1 < y such that eiB does

not belong to E. If part of this continuum lies in 1 z 1 < 1, we contradict the

assumption that/(;ε)%0 in V9o.

We now choose a sequence of points {zk}, Zk^Gk and form simple arc /

(or polygonal path) connecting zι with each zk, lying in the nested sequence

of components G D G 2 D . . . D G O . . . , such that it terminates at the point

q - Π Gk on I2I = 1. Clearly f(z) -» 0 as z -> g' along /. Since p0 may be taken

arbitrarily small, we have 0 as an asymptotic value of f(z) either at eιH or at

a sequence of points on \z\ = 1 having eί0° as a limit point.
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